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news  hotels 

 hotel MIssonI, eDInBURGh
Edinburgh has its fair share of classic, old school hotels 
but the most dazzling has to be the Missoni. Smack 
dab in the centre of sightseeing attractions, shopping 
and the university, it’s the perfect foil to Georgian 
splendour. Missoni designs adorn everything from 
the staff’s colourful zigzag kilts to the floral crockery 
used at breakfast (and a spectacular afternoon tea), all 
leavened with just the right amount of sleek, neutral 
furnishings and a hint of irony. The luxe factor doesn’t 
stop there: in-room Nespresso machines, iPod docks 
and a slickly packaged toiletry ensemble give a sense 
of extra luxury. Finally, the seasonal offerings at Cucina 
downstairs are not only top notch but also available 
24/7 through room service. 1 George IV Bridge, 
Edinburgh, 0044 131 220 6666; hotelmissoni.com  

 ClInK 78, lonDon
Clink 78 is a former magistrates’ court restyled as 
a hostel that combines bold 21st century design 
with solid Victorian architecture. During your stay, 
you can hang out in the TV lounge courtroom 
where iconic punk outfit, The Clash, went on 
trial, or in the internet courtroom where Charles 
Dickens devised one of his most famous works, 
Oliver Twist. If you want to make a break for it 
and see the sights of London, the hostel provides 
free London maps and daily walking tours. You 
can also head to its travel shop, which offers 
discounted rates to some of the city’s biggest 
attractions. Shared dorms start at £16.50. 78 
Kings Cross Road, London, 0044 207 183 9400; 
clinkhostels.com

 the PoD 39, new YoRK
Following the success of their Pod 
on 51st Street in New York City, 
BD Hotels open a sister Pod on 
39th Street this month. The ethos? 
Cutting-edge technology and 
functional design on the cheap. The 
main lobby is a gadget lover’s dream; 
on one side there’s the “screening 
wall” where guests’ photographs and 
videos are shown around the clock, 
on the other, an interactive wall of 
oversized iPads where you can plan 
your next move. If you don’t feel like 
leaving the hotel boundaries, you can 
relax on the beautiful rooftop lounge. 
Rooms from $119. 145 East 39th 
Street, New York, 001 800 742 5945; 
thepodhotel.com/39 

 If room service for one doesn’t appeal, then LobbyFriend may be for you. Download the app, create a profile and interact  

 with fellow guests and staff in participating hotels. Great for getting the lowdown on the best local haunts; lobbyfriend.com    

Escape

 hotel oRIGInAl, PARIs
Quirky designer Stella Cadente’s unconventional style collides 
with Parisian glamour in the aptly named Hotel Original Paris. 
Set in the heart of historic (and painfully trendy) Paris, just a 
stone’s throw from the Bastille metro stop, the hotel is a good 
base for exploring the city and accessing Gard du Nord. The 
recently revamped rooms boast decorative motifs that range 
from Alice in Wonderland to the nature-inspired interiors of 
the forest room. Breakfast can be delivered to your boudoir or 
taken in the breakfast lounge. And, of course, in a city where 
the pooch is an essential piece of arm candy, pets are welcome 
(on request). Single rooms from €155. Boulevard Beaumarchais, 
Paris, 0033 147 009 150; hoteloriginalparis.com 

Parisian luxury and functional NYC design – this month’s hot hotels.

 AeR lInGUs FLIES FROM DUBLIN, SHANNON, CORK AND 
BELFAST TO lonDon heAthRow DAILY. 

 AeR lInGUs FLIES FROM DUBLIN, CORK AND 

SHANNON TO eDInBURGh DAILY.

 AeR lInGUs FLIES FROM DUBLIN TO  

new YoRK DAILY AND FROM SHANNON,  

MON, WED AND FRI.
 AeR lInGUs FLIES FROM DUBLIN TO PARIs DAILY, AND FROM CORK TO  

PARIs, MON, WED, FRI AND SUN.
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Parisian luxury and functional NYC design – this month’s hot hotels.
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